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Part III: Surface Definition

Basic theory of splines and tools for using splines in engineering ... Application of these methodologies in the development of engineering tools is described. 
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III Surface Definition Bharat K. Soni



Introduction to Surface Definition The geometry preparation is the most time-critical and labor-intensive part of the overall grid generation process. Most of the geometrical configurations of interest to practical scientific and engineering problems are designed in the CAD/CAM system as a composition of explicit or implicit analytical entities, semianalytic parametric-based entities and/or sculptured sets of discrete points. The standard common interface for geometry exchange is IGES (International Graphics Exchange Specification), which is based on the points, curves, and surface definition of geometric entities. There are numerous geometry output formats that require a grid developer to spend a great deal of time manipulating geometrical entities to achieve a useful sculptured geometrical description with appropriate distribution of points. Hence, surface definition associated with all solid geometrical components pertinent to the field region under consideration for grid generation plays a very crucial role in the efficiency and accuracy of the overall grid generation. This part of the handbook is devoted to providing an in-depth description of the mathematics, numerics, technology, and state of the practice of surface definition. In particular, the concentration is placed on the computer-aided geometric design (CAGD) techniques based on the interpolations and approximations involving parametric splines, B-splines and nonuniform rational Bsplines (NURBS). The chapters included in Part III present the mathematical foundations of spline-based geometry definition with pertinent numerics, basic computational and geometry manipulation tools of CAGD and their respective applications in grid generation, and industrial standards for geometry treatments involving practical complex configurations. Basic theory of splines and tools for using splines in engineering work are laid out by Ferguson in Chapter 27. This chapter provides the basic mathematical foundation using a functional approach and discusses the properties and numerical evaluations of general splines. Application of these methodologies in the development of engineering tools is described. The CAGD techniques for curves and surfaces involving widely used deBoor and de Cateljau algorithms are described by Farin in Chapter 28. The discussions also include Bezier and NURBS-based surfaces and their practical
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applications: surface refinement and reparametrization, approximation of discontinuous surface geometries containing gaps, holes and overlaps, surface–surface intersections are the widely utilized CAGD tools for complex grid generation. The detailed description and development of these tools is provided by Hammann, Razdan, and Jean in Chapter 29. In Chapter 30, the development of grid generation tools based on the NURBS-based surface and volume definition is described. In particular, a step-by-step process to develop NURBS description of widely utilized surface and volume geometrical entities in grid generation is developed. The development of IGES and NASA–IGES NINO (NURBS-Only) standards with pertinent applications is described by Evans and Miller in Chapter 31. This description also includes the presentation of associated software and documentation for efficiently utilizing these standards. Recently, the NURBS representation of geometric entities has become the de facto standard for geometry description in most of the grid generation systems. Various grid systems presented in Chapter 2 utilize NURBS data structure for geometry and grid generation. The geometry exchange standard, IGES, based on curves and surfaces definition is not suitable for the treatment of trimmed curves that widely appear in industrial CAD geometry design. Therefore, a research concentration has shifted toward using solid modeling-based geometric entities and their utilization in grid generation. Also, a new international standard STEP (Standard for Exchange of Product Data) has been gaining popularity. The standard provides users with the ability to exchange and express useful product information in digital form throughout a product’s life cycle. This includes the information needed from conceptual design stage to analysis, manufacturing, and product support and maintenance. However, the utilization of STEP in routine industrial application is still at the research level.
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